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‘Last-Minute Miller’
Seals Second Final

Sittingbourne were the hosts in
another epic Under 14s
semi-final in January. This time
the Kent Shield against Old
Colfeians. The visitors made the
brighter start, scoring a
converted try five minutes in,
following
some
quick
back-and-forth
rugby. But
Bourne quickly hit back with a
try from Number eight Ethan
Rotter after some strong
forward
work.
Colfeians
regathered themselves and
went on to score two more tries,
pulling out a 12-point lead - 17-5

to the away side. But the Bourne
boys continued to answer back,
Cameron Stockdale with a now
standard
bulldozing
run
smashed over the line to score,
with Jack Miller converting.
Half-time and the deficit down
to just five.
The next 25 minutes showcased
some superb rugby from both
sides. Sittingbourne dotted
down early to bring the scores
level, Stockdale getting his
second. But Colfeians returned
the favour with a converted try,
to stretch out to a seven-point

--

lead, and could have
scored more but for
some great last ditch
tackling from Ben
Baker, Dillon Ross,
Bradley Duffield and Lewis
Tamlin. And it was Tamlin who
brought the game back into
balance, scoring a well worked
try after good phase play from
the forwards. With Miller
converting again the scores read
24-24 going into the closing
stages of the match. Bourne’s
youngsters kept the momentum
going, pushing for the win, and
with two minutes left Jack Miller
burst through and touched
down in the corner.
He slotted the conversion and
Sittingbourne took the win 31

Rugby Blog
-And Much More

points to 24. The last-minute
man leads this inspired Under
14s team to its second final of
the season on April 22nd at
Ashford.
Squad: Dillon Ross, Cameron
Kendall, Cameron Stockdale,
Samuel Chambers, Jamie Nash,
Brodon Rogers, Bradley Duffield,
Ethan Rotter(Captain), Cameron
Bruce, Lewis Tamlin, Jack Miller,
Todd Russon, Ben Baker, Ellis
Harrison, Hayden Mills, Finley
Williams, Thomas Kirk, Spike
Sweeney, William Burnett, Thomas
Burnett, Connor Smith
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James Turning into First Team
Regular
It’s been a breakthrough
couple of seasons for young
full-back James Turner since
joining
SRUFC
from
Whitstable in 2016. Having
taken the Under 17s Player of
the Year award unanimously
in his first full season at
Bourne, he has stepped up to
senior level and become a
regular on the 1XV team
sheet.
At the age of only 17, James
is already playing his 12th
rugby season and his
experience
has
shown,
making his transition from
Junior to Senior all the easier.
After
ten
consecutive
seasons at Whitstable as a
mini and junior, James
moved to a Sittingbourne
Under 17s team run by Andy
Butler and Sean Talbot
(Chalkie). He began his debut
season at outside centre but
soon migrated to full-back –
his ability to make cover

tackles and his reading of the
game from the back were
both too good to pass up.
From there he continued to
impress and deservedly took
the top prize at the end of
season awards.
Stepping into his first senior
season, James made a name
for himself playing for the
second team. He showed his
versatility by filling into a
number of positions in the
backs, something that comes
into mind when looking for
replacements if the first
team’s backline is struggling
for numbers. And that’s
exactly what happened for a
wet and windy cup game
away at Wimbledon. James
was called up and shone in
what was an, otherwise,
forgettable game for Bourne.
His contribution was enough
to keep him in contention for
weeks to come and he has
not looked back since.
“James is a very tidy player. He
always looks like he has time
on the ball, which shows

quality in a player – very much
like Will Greenwood used to
look. I knew that once he had
an opportunity to play in the
Ones he would potentially be
there to stay. I haven’t seen
him have an off game yet.”
[Neil Hodkinson, Senior
Assistant Head Coach]
James is one of many of last
season’s juniors to have
appeared in the first team
squad this season. Ben
Simmons, Jamie Gash, the
free-scoring Jake Jeffrey,
Marcus Epps, Ellis Deadman,
Jack Otter, Luke Tamlin, Jacob
Butler, Harry Smallridge and
Ollie Dawes have all featured,
while Harry Talbot and
Cameron Donaldson made
their
debuts
against
Cranbrook just a few weeks
ago.
James’ recent success has
been enjoyed by everyone
involved in the senior set-up,
but no more so than Dad,
Tim. Tim brought James to
Bourne from home-club
Whitstable back in 2016 and

has
been
in
regular
attendance
ever
since,
watching
on
through
training sessions, matches
and tours.
“We are proud to be a part of
the Sittingbourne Rugby
family - looking forward to a
great future with lots of good
times to come. Thank you to all
the players and parents who
have made us feel so very
welcome over the last two
years.” [Tim Turner – Proud
Dad!]

Back In Time -2017

Miracles Do Happen!

In this edition of ‘Back in Time’ we take a stroll down a much shorter memory lane. The end of last season to be exact.
Now you may have noticed that this season has not been the greatest for Sittingbourne’s seniors, but all hope cannot be
lost! Look back to April 1st, 2017; Bourne’s 1XV face almost-certain relegation with two games to play, in what had been a
tough comeback to Kent 1 rugby – not an ideal to time to be hosting a Hastings and Bexhill side sitting pretty at the top
of the table, promotion already achieved and with a record of 19 wins to one loss. Skip to ten minutes played and you’d be
forgiven for accepting relegation, as Bourne slumped to an early 12-point deficit …. But miracles do happen! There was
some fight left in this Bourne side yet as they went on to stun H&B and score three tries before the break to lead 17-12. With
momentum on their side, the home team continued to pile on the pressure in the second half and ensured a bonus point
with a typical rolling maul from a line-out. 12 points clear against the league-leaders! ‘Why can’t we play like this every
week!?’ was the opinion shared by virtually everyone in attendance (on and off the pitch). But just as the euphoria was
reaching its peak, back came Hastings and Bexhill with a well finished try to bring the gap down to one score. 24-17 and
the opposition now had their tails up, the late comeback was on against the team they had beaten 51-10 in the reverse
fixture earlier in the season. More and more on the cards it looked, but a combination of Bourne’s defence and passion kept
the visitors out until …… TRY!! H&B were stunned again! Another seven-pointer took Bourne to a now unassailable 31-17
lead and, all of a sudden, this certain relegation was not so certain after all. As the ball was placed down there was an
eruption of cheering from the players and supporters that could only be beaten by the cheer that followed the final
whistle. What a game! What a win!
Bourne would go on to consolidate that brave performance with a 68-7 trouncing of bitter enemies Snowdown and stay
seven points clear of relegation back to Kent 2. Miracles do happen!!
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2s Bag Long-awaited Win!
Written by Dick Humphreys - the
humblest of second team captains
Z

As the sun rose on a chilly
rugby weekend, the SRUFC
selection team had their
usual Saturday morning
head ache of a front rower
pulling out from the 1st XV.
No
doubt
something
extraordinarily
important
came up for him to leave his
fellow man to battle alone on
this hallowed day of rugby.
So, let
the
re-shuffle
commence throughout the
squads. Greg Barker, starting
2nd row for the 2’s gets the
call to go to HSBC to prop. Off
he goes to spend his
afternoon with his head
firmly up his own rear end;
whilst the 2nd team lose
some much needed weight
and strength.
Despite the loss of Barker, the
line-up on paper looked
strong, although I have been
fooled before. The Bourne
2nd XV had out their
strongest pack of the season,
featuring some much-missed
heavy hitters, with Stocky,
Tom Foreman, Jacob Butler,
Ben Simmons and the
returning Teeder all lining up.
Plus, the added guile of Jack
Hobson and Marcus Epps in
the loose, it was a pack the
1st XV would struggle with. I
suppose I should also
mention Nutley. There you go
he is mentioned; we shall
move on. The backs in the
meantime would benefit
from the calm and control of
Roo Nanson at 10 and Olly
Dawes stepping in at 15 to
offer some pace out wide.

The game started well, with
the set piece solid and
accurate. Offensively we
looked dangerous, with
some
Poly-esque
barnstorming runs from
Teeder, along with tight hard
lines from Foreman, Stocky &
Butler
cutting
through
Canterbury’s defence. Out
wide the backs looked
organised,
with
some
well-orchestrated
moves
releasing the youth of Dawes,
Creasey and Gash out wide.
With Tuck stepping in at 12
for the first time this season
(and his dummy firmly in his
mouth for once) he brought
that second ball player to the
inner channels, freeing up

than previous outings. We
focused on getting the man
down and competing at the
ruck, rather than the
handbags and flapping we
had seen in previous games.
Jack and Marcus providing
their usual work around the
breakdown.
As the game opened up so
did Bourne’s play. An
exquisite wide pass from
Tuck to Marcus on the left
wing for the first try; Marcus
following in the footsteps of
many a great SRUFC back
rower by standing on the
wing to finish off a deserved
team try. Teeder, playing like
a man possessed after his
eight week layup with

try-to-game ratios of any
back in the club; so it was a
joy to witness.
Finally, with the game
winding
to
a
close,
Sittingbourne’s
defence
holding strong, we pushed
for the illusive bonus point –
no not the losing bonus
point! Another break from
Teeder at the 10m line came
to a halt some 15m out, quick
ball from the back of the ruck
was all we required. Gash to
Simmons (a second row
never looking out of place at
first receiver), to Tuck and
finally to Dick. An outrageous
dummy from the captain,
wasting the 2 man overlap,
followed by some neat

No photos taken at the game but here’s skipper Dick Humphreys scoring back in his Wales days

Captain, Dick Humphreys at
13 to run some wider lines off
10 and 12. Ford, Farrell, Teo
you say...
Of
equal
merit
was
Sittingbourne’s
defence,
which despite finally having
what you would call ‘a few
big boys’ in the side, was far
more calculated and precise

athletes
foot,
took
Sittingbourne’s
second,
crashing in a heap under the
posts from exhaustion with
not a defender in site. Later in
the game, the lesser spotted
Roo Nanson try occurred.
Roo, with the exception of
Neil
Hodkinson,
surely
holding one of the worst

footwork and turn of pace to
cut out a valiant drift defence
from Canterbury to touch the
ball down unopposed and
earn a well deserved 5 points.
The 2nd XV’s first win of the
season and our try line
impenetrable … unlike
Barker’s backside, which
could house his entire head!

(6pm). Tickets are £35. The
Alex Politowicz Memorial
game will be held at 2pm on
the same day at Sheppey
Rugby Club.

Our guest speaker this year is
Tim Stimpson – former
Leeds, Leicester, England and
British and Irish Lions
full-back. Dress code, as ever,

will be smart dinner attire –
black/club tie.
Please email Phil Whymark
for details on how to order
and pay for your ticket.

Get your Club Dinner Ticket!
Gentlemen. Club Dinner is
fast approaching so it’s time
to buy your ticket!!
This year’s dinner will be held
on May 12th at the club
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I Love Rugby with Jamie Stevens
Welcome to the first of two ‘I Love
Rugby’ specials! First up is Ricki
Hincks, a regular second team
starter with a few sporadic first
team cameos. He also has an
incredible appetite for gin and an
intriguing mixer…
How old are you? “31.”
What is your nickname? “Patsy.”
Which position do you play?
“Second-row or back row, depends
where I’m put. I prefer second-row
because I’m not expected to be as
quick out of the scrum.”
What is your favourite food?
“Chilli. Chilli con carne or something
like that.”
How about music?
“I like a bit of everything, but it would
have to be Indie.”
Do you have a favourite movie?
“Shawshank Redemption.”
What team do you support?
“Tigers! Through and through
Leicester.”

Who is your favourite player?
“If it’s outside of the club it’s got to be
Jacques Burger, he’s a bit of a legend.
Within the club I think most people
have their day so I wouldn’t want to
pick just one!”
Who is the best player you’ve
played with?
“I think, going back to my Army days,
one of my Scottish mates played
scrum-half and he was pretty special,
yeah he was pretty good. Stuart
Hagan was his name. Obviously
playing with the Fijians in the Army
as well they teach you a few things,
the Fijian two-step and all that.”
And against?
“I can’t remember his name, but it
was also in the Army and also a Fijian
guy, they were pretty hard to play
against. In fact, I think one guy called
Axe Bola, he put me on my arse about
ten times in one game!”
What is your best rugby
moment?
“Probably a couple of weeks ago, I

was playing a Vets or a
Third team game, I can’t
remember exactly, but I banged two
tries down.”

And finally, Why do you Love
Rugby?
“Good game, you can have a battle
on the pitch and then the social
afterwards!”

Ricki keeping a little strength back for after the match

Bourne Join Forces with
Wooden Spoon

Written by Phil Whymark

SRUFC is proud to announce
its new-formed partnership
with Wooden Spoon – ‘The
children’s charity of rugby.’
The charity’s aim is to
support rugby clubs (at every
level) in fundraising, so they
can reach their individual
club goals and, in turn, help
to support disadvantaged
and disabled children in local
areas.
With
big-name
ambassadors
like
Phil
Vickery, Chris Robshaw and
Jason Robinson (to name just
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a few) Wooden Spoon is now
supported by a large portion
of the country’s rugby
community
–
having
distributed in excess of £24
million and helping over a
million young people since
its founding in 1983.
The
charity
funds
approximately 70 projects a
year, including respite and
medical treatment centres,
sensory rooms, specialist
playgrounds, sports activity
areas and community-based
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programmes in the UK and
Ireland. It has over 400
committed
volunteers
raising money in local
communities across the
country.
In becoming a “Partner Club”
we will be committing to a
minimum of two fundraising
events a year, and the funds
we raise will be split between
the charity and the club.
Wooden Spoon will help with
fund raising ideas and supply
a goodie box to get us

started. As an added perk, the
charity will assist in finding
us guest speakers for events
that we hold – a perk we
have taken advantage of for
this year’s annual dinner,
having
secured
Tim
Stimpson: former Leicester,
England and Lions full-back.
We look forward to a long,
mutually
beneficial
partnership with Wooden
Spoon and ask all members
to please take a look at their
website
(woodenspoon.org.uk) for
more information on what
they do and how you can
donate.
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I Love Jacob with Jamie Stevens
Our second ‘I Love Rugby’ is
a very special one. One of
Bourne's young boys, Jacob
Parr, has finally got the call
and will leave to join the
Army on March 5th. Jacob
has been playing first team
rugby for three years now
and has been a permanent
fixture in the team. He has
scored a shed-load of tries
and has an incredible knack
for being in the right place at
the right time. As well as his
try-scoring achievements he
has built up a reputation as a
bit of a trouble starter, not
afraid to let an opponent
know when he has smashed
him in a tackle or out-paced
him to score a try. Having
come up through the youth
system and made a huge
mark, Jacob will be sorely
missed, both on and off the
field, and there will always
be a seat reserved on the
now famous ‘Jager train’ for
him every time he’s back.
Our best wishes go to Jacob
in his endeavour and we

6

hope to see him back
making a few cameo
appearances throughout his
time with the Army.
Age? “21”
What is your nickname?
“I was called hair bear bunch
by a lot of them when I started
because of my stupid haircut,
but that stopped so I don’t
really have one now, just Jay I
suppose.”
Which position do you
play?
“Wing. Right Wing. No matter
what I’m on the right wing,
that’s my wing!”
What is your favourite
food?
“I’d have to go for something
Mexican like fajitas.”
And music?
“Let’s go with grime. (For those
of the older variety … An
underground UK original
sound which combines a
mixture of dance music beats
with UK rap).”
Which rugby team do you
support? “Bath.”
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Who is your favourite
player?
“It’s got to be someone like
Shane Williams probably, just
for his lack of everything
physical but still being such a
world class player. Nothing to
do with the fact he’s Welsh
either. (Jacob’s strong family
ties to Wales seem to
disappear throughout most
of the year, until Wales spring
a surprise victory over
England in the Six Nations)”
What is your favourite
rugby moment?
“Wales knocking England out
of their own World Cup! My
favourite personal moment
was after we got relegated
from Kent 1 into Kent 2, on the
final day of the season,
despite being relegated, we
had the biggest social and
everyone was in such high
spirits despite the relegation.”
Who is the best player
you’ve played with?
“I’ll have to say Tank (Bob
Nanson) is the best player I’ve
ever played with.”

Who is the best player
you’ve played against?
“That’s a tough one. I’ve not
really played against that
many stand out players, but
maybe Sheppey’s Number
eight Millsy. He would
probably have to be the best
player I’ve played against.”
Are you going to come
back home and play?
“Yeah, I’d like to think so, even
if it is just a couple of second
team cameo appearances
every year, I’d love to come
back and play!”
And finally, Why do you
Love Rugby?
“Just the whole family side of
it at the club, everybody is
another family member!”

Medway (a)

EASTER

25/03/18

01/04/18

Kent Festival (TC)

22/04/18

29/04/18

Training (h)

15/04/18

Training (h)

EK Festival (Ashford)

18/03/18

08/04/18

Training (h)

Mini

11/03/18

YOUTH
FIXTURES
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Kent Waterfall 3 (TBC)

Training (h)

Training (h)

EASTER

EK Waterfall 2 (TC)

Training (h)

Thanet (h)

U12

Kent 7s (TBC)

Kent Waterfall 3 (TC)

Training (h)

Training (h)

EASTER

Maidstone (a)

EK Waterfall (TBC)

Training (h)

U13

Kent 7s (TBC)

Kent Finals (TBC)

Training (h)

Training (h)

EASTER

Deal (a)

Maidstone (h)

Thanet (a)

U14

Kent 7s (TBC)

Kent Finals (TBC)

Training (h)

Training (h)

EASTER

Training (h)

Gillingham Anchorians
(h)

Thanet (a)

U15

Kent 7s (TBC)

Kent Final (TBC)

Training (h)

Training (h)

EASTER

Deal (a)

Gillingham Anchorians
(a)

Thanet (a)

U16
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Southwark Lancers (h)

Vigo (a)

14/04/18

New Ash Green (a)

07/04/18

31/03/18

24/03/18

Beccehamian (rescheduled)
(h)

Kings College Hospital (a)

10/03/18

17/03/18

1xv

SENIOR
FIXTURES

Vigo (a)

Tunbridge Wells (h)

Tonbridge Juddians (h)

Medway (a)

2xv

Dover (a)

Thanet Wanderers (a)

Deal & Betteshanger (h)

Ashford Barbarians (h)

3xv
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03/03/18

24/02/18

17/02/18

10/02/18

Beccehamian (h)
P-P

Cranbrook (a)
L 58 - 5

Weavering (h)
L 17 - 28

Hastings & Bexhill (a)
P-P

Ash (h)
L 0 - 40

RBS (h)
L 15 - 49

03/02/18
Leigh (a)
L 24 - 12

Canterbury (h)
L 0 - 10

Canterbury (h)
W 24 - 0

HSBC (a)
L 20 - 7

3xv

27/01/18

2xv

Dover (a)
L 29 - 12

1xv

20/01/18

SENIOR
RESULTS

Relics Reach
Finals Again!
Written by Tom Collins

Logo design? Flyers? Get in touch
with your design requirements &
receive a 10% discount* if you quote
“SRUFC10”. Just email us at
creatifgraphics@outlook.com
*Valid until 31/04/2018

Sittingbourne’s old boys
hosted a strong
Beccehamian side at a cold
and windy Grove in
February.
Despite Beccs claiming an
early
10-0
lead,
Sittingbourne were hitting
top gear and immediately
bounced back with a penalty
of their own. They went on to
take control of the first half two tries from fly half
Scooter either side of a
Nanson score, together with
two conversions from Mark
Collins, ensured Bourne a
deserved half time lead.
The early stages of the
second half saw Bourne
continue
to
dominate
possession and territory and
they added a further score
out in the backs, another
Nanson try stretching the

lead even further. A resilient
Beccehamians kept
themselves within touching
distance of the hosts but
defence
held
strong!
Camped on our own line, an
incredible defensive display
was shown - despite having
to see the game out with 13
men, thanks to two yellow
cards (Doug “taking one of
them for the team”).
Bourne worked tirelessly
and shut out the visitors,
holding on for a hard-fought
and well deserved win.
Through to finals day at
Maidstone where Bourne’s
archaic athletes will try for
silverware
two
years
running, Keep your eyes and
ears out for the where and
when and come and cheer
Sittingbourne's fossils on to
glory again!!

JNR vs SNR

JNR vs SNR
Name: Henry Hinde

Welcome to this edition of
Junior vs Senior. This time
around it’s a battle of two
all-rounders as Under 8s
tagging maestro Henry takes
on Tim Hold of the second

Team:................................................... u8s
Position:............................................. N/A
Passing:.................................................75
Tackling (Tagging):......................... 95
Pace:...................................................... 64
Chocolate Eating:........................ 100
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JNR vs SNR
Name: Tim Hold

Team:.......................................... 2nd XV
team, caught
in
rare
side-stepping action (in-shot).
Who will come out on top?
And more importantly, who
can eat the most chocolate?!
Let the battle commence!

Position:.......................... Scrum-Half
Passing:................................................ 86
Tackling:................................................ 84
Pace:...................................................... 69
Inappropriateness:.................... 100
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RUGBY BLOG with Jamie Stevens
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8th March 2018

Despite his yellow card, Sam Underhill once again put in a ferocious twenty-minute stint when he came on
for England in their Six Nations clash with Scotland.
His work rate, aggressiveness and sheer power were blatantly obvious to anybody watching that game, as
they have been through this year’s Six Nations. It baffles me that he has yet to start a game for England, and
I feel that surely his time is soon, as there is only so long you can continue to proverbially beat down Eddie
Jones’ stubbornness to enforce change.
Not for a second am I saying that Lawes, Robshaw and Hughes are a below par back row, but as the
Scotland game showed, England are still losing by a clear margin at the breakdown to better teams.
It was not down to speed, as we hit rucks fast and hard, but more down to game management and
intelligence. Scotland knew England would fly into the rucks as soon as the first man went over, so players
like John Barclay waited until the first wave of England’s ruck had gone over before attacking the ball. Once
over, the only man able to stop the Scots enforcing a turnover was a smaller and weaker Danny Care. No
chance in hell would you see him move the man mountains that make up Scotland’s back row.
And this is where Underhill comes into play. He is an “out and out 7” as a rugby analyst would no doubt put
it, he plays there constantly and understands the role a whole lot more than Robshaw, who is
predominantly a 6. He also understands the back row a lot more than Courtney Lawes, who has made a
valiant but albeit awkward change from the Second Row.
Underhill’s understanding of the breakdown and his power and pace would have neutralised the Scottish
back row, allowing England the quick ball that their game is built upon. Not only does he offer attacking
security at the breakdown, but Underhill poses a serious threat defensively over the ball. Seriously, look at
the man and tell me you would be able to move him once he is set. Nope, didn’t think so.
It’s this, along with his ironman like tackle counts each and every game, that makes him stick out above and
beyond the rest of the crowd …….
You can read Jamie’s blog in full at jamiestevensblog.wordpress.com
Comment:
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Saracens Easter Rugby
Camp 2018
The Saracens Rugby Camp Programme is aimed at U7 – U14 boys and
girls playing age-grades and provides organised, educational, inclusive
and structured activities, utilising Saracens’ experienced, qualified and
award-winning coaches from the Community team.
Coaches will pass on expert advice and professional tips, creating a fun
and enjoyable environment in which participants will work closely in
groups of the same/similar age covering all rugby aspects. Individuals
can expect to cover content specific to their age group ensuring the
best possible chance to further personal development on and off the
field.
Course: Saracens Two Day Skills Clinic
Venue: Sittingbourne RFC
Date: Tue 10th – Wed 11th Apr
Age: U7 – U14
Normal Price: £66.00
Online Price: £60.00
To book your place on the course go to www.rugbycamps.co.uk > Book a Camp, and search for Sittingbourne.
Or call Sid Young on 0203 675 7242

SRUFC WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING
WHO GENEROUSLY SUPPORT OUR CLUB:
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